The Responsive Brain

Name______________________

If absent watch it here:
Location_____________________________
http://www.learner.org/discoveringpsychology/04/e04expand.html
This program explores how the brain alters its structure and functioning in response to social
situations. It relates to textbook material on pages 114-116 (Experience and brain
development) and 107-109 (natural selection).

Notes and questions to answer as you watch:
1. The relationship between the brain and behavior is _______________.
The example of touch: cultural rules and regulations govern touch.
2. True or False?

Women react more positively to touch in a hospital setting than men.

3. Those uncomfortable with touching tend to have ______________________and are
_________________________.
The brain creates a need for touch.

Humans thrive when they get a mother’s touch.

4.

Dr. Tiffany Field randomly selected 20 babies to receive touching,
while a control group received regular treatment. What happens
when babies are given touch sessions? (see p. 115 in text)
Check all that are true.
___ They were more active
____More alert
____They were harder to feed
____They had cognitive advantages
4. Dr. Saul Schanberg works with infant rats. According to
Schanberg:
a. A mother’s touch is nice to have for normal development
b. A mother’s touch is absolutely necessary to maintain normal growth
and development
6. John Bowlby & Rene Spitz studied emotionally deprived children who suffered from
psychosocial dwarfism. Under extreme stress the hypothalamus apparently fails to
stimulate the ________________ gland to produce growth hormone.
7. Mark Rosenzweig’s research studied the effects of raising rats in an enriching
environment. Which of the following was not a conclusion of this research? 114-115
IN TEXT
____They were superior learners
____Their brains grew larger, especially vision
____More neurotransmitters
____They had fewer dendrites

8. Michael Meaney wonders how can early experiences affect an animal’s
behavior. How do handled animals compare with non-handled animals?
a. The older animals were as adept at finding the platform as the younger
animals but couldn’t stay on it
b. The older animals show very poor memory of where the platform is
located
Natural selection: the brain working with evolution to ensure the survival of the fittest
9. According to Charles Darwin: those animals adapting to the challenges of the
environment pass on their _______to their offspring.
Survival of the group is what matters.
10. Dr. Fernald'
s long-term work focuses on the African cichlid fish
and how its social system regulates not only brain structures, but also
bodily functions.
T or F The nucleus in the brain is larger in animals that are socially
successful.
11. James Barry, who wrote the Peter Pan books suffered from stress dwarfism. His
small size was caused by:
a. social stress under extreme conditions
b. a lack of a specific gene that made his cortex smaller than usual
Dr. Fernald'
s research illustrates one example of how animal and human brains receive
and translate signals from the social environment, resulting in physiological change.
Robert Sapolsky studies baboon social structure
Their social rank happens first and then their body functions better in
dealing with stress. It’s largely a function of having control of their
environment.
SEE PAGES 551 AND 563 IN TEXT.
12.Which style of social dominance leads to being better able to deal
with stress?
a. The most social involvement leads to the best physiology
b. The individual dominator has the best physiology

